
Date Session Title* Description

24-02-2016 Pitch Perfect: get your 

business investment-ready 

(RSVP Required)

Are you an entrepreneur looking to grow your business?

Find out if you are ready to raise investment, how to prepare a solid investment case and how to engage 

with investors. We are bringing together experts and seasoned entrepreneurs who can assist you on your 

journey.

RSVP Here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/pitch-perfect-get-your-business-investment-ready-tickets-

21253884942

24-02-2016 Incubators Round-table (By 

Invitation Only)

Building on last year’s experience, Intellecap and its partners want to bring the topic of “Increasing impacts 

of venture incubation and acceleration” in the center of the workshop, while at the same time providing 

room for knowledge sharing and collaborative learning on issues relevant to the participants. This highly 

participatory workshop will hence be largely driven by the participants themselves. 

We will kick-start with an ecosystem mapping facilitated by Marion Müller vom Berge of SEED. Building on 

last year’s lessons, Nathalie Miller from Impact Hub will share the HubInABoxModel and how incubators 

can benefit from a growing Wiki of best practices on how to run an incubator as a sustainable business. Our 

Opening Debate raises some candit questions and asks if the African StartUp Ecosystem is over-Supported 

and Under Performing. 

We then dive into deeper project huddles facilitated by other partners such as Pamela Roussous, Global 

Social Benefit Institute (GSBI), Bertil van Vugt of the Inclusive Busienss Accelerator, Mary Mwangi of the 

Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE) and Sheena  Raikundalia of Intellecap. 

The session will also witness a thought provoking debate on "over incubation - under performing" syndrome 

of enterprises between Jhonni Kjelsgaard from Growth Africa and Sam Gichuru of Nailab

For more information, please write to arielle.molino@intellecap.com

24-02-2016 Investor Circle - from 

investor interest to an 

actual deal (Sign-Up 

Required)

Please register for this event at the following link: Link to sign up: http://www.eventbrite.com/e/investor-

circle-pre-sankalp-tickets-21491454519?aff=attendanceinvestorcircle

The last mile is always the hardest. 

When a business has triggered investor interest, it is so close.

Yet it takes a long time before a deal is closed.

Join BiD Network in taking steps to speed up this process!

Hosted by BiD Network
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24-02-2016 Building a High-Performing 

Team + Creating Clarity and 

Focus(Sign Up Required)

Register for this session via this link: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1wsRx5bbNRPG46r9QOblEXrnV-

l7lXsCoZz9Ze5ZyJwo/viewform

The teams at edge and Redstone have prepared an interactive session exploring the basics of talent 

management.  

Part 1: Building a High Performing Team

The first part of this session is specifically designed for entrepreneurs to help grow their teams to help their 

businesses succeed.In a small and growing business every hour of every single team member counts!

This session will  look at simple ways of enabling the team to perform which fit the realities of startups and 

are grounded in management research.

Part 2: Creating Clarity and Focus: Focused Leaders Achieve More.

Being an Entrepreneur is not easy, so many things to do and not enough time. This second part of the 

workshop will help you create focus and clarity on what you need to achieve in order to help your business 

thrive. 

This workshop will help you:

-  Clarify your business purpose and vision

-  Identify what you need to be focusing on to achieve your purpose 

-  Enable you to engage others into your vision to create more support and buy-in

24-02-2016 Catalytic Capital: What are 

the innovations and 

collaborations needed to 

enable early stage 

businesses to access 

capital? (Sign - Up Required)

You are invited to join our private gathering of investors, bankers, family office or foundation managers 

who are passionate about helping early stage businesses thrive. This will be an interactive discussion on 

how we can work together and pioneer new models to unlock capital for entrepreneurs. (RSVP Here: 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/catalytic-capital-tickets-1906142323)

24-02-2016 Moving the Needle on 

Access2Energy Finance: A 

Roundtable Discussion (Sign-

Up Required) Moved to 

Room 104 

To sign up for this event, please register on eventbrite:

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/moving-the-needle-on-access2energy-finance-a-roundtable-discussion-at-

sankalp-tickets-21007071717

Join the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship for a roundtable discussion on how to 

move the needle on Access2Energy finance. 

The roundtable will gather green investors and intermediaries to discuss what type of capital it would take 

to have a transformative impact in East and Southern Africa in regards to access to clean and safe energy. 

The aim is to create tangible, implementable recommendations for investors, capital providers, 

intermediaries and policy makers.

The Bertha Centre has developed a draft report in partnership with WWF that will be shared with attendees 

prior to the event.



24-02-2016 Village Capital Hardware: 

Africa 2015-16 Venture 

Forum (Sign-Up Required)

To sign up for this event, please register on eventbrite:

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/village-capital-hardware-africa-2015-16-venture-forum-tickets-

20123936235?aff=es2

Join Village Capital for their flagship event in the first hardware accelerator in Africa.  The Venture Forum is 

the culmination of a 3-month workshop and an exciting opportunity to meet face-to-face with 

entrepreneurs from around the continent who have developed the next generation of  "invention-based" 

hardware solutions that improve access to energy for all and increase agricultural productivity for small-

holder farmers. The afternoon will feature pitches from the ventures participating in the VilCap Hardware: 

Africa 2015-16 program and will include an audience of investors, mentors, potential customers, and 

members of the greater startup and manufacturing/hardware community.

25-02-2016 Morning Yoga! Join our partners Africa Yoga Project for an energising yoga session to start your Sankalp off right!

25-02-2016 Welcome and Inaugural

25-02-2016 Enterprise Showcase for 

Investors by Intellecap 

Impact Investment Network 

(Invite Only)

8 enterprises, carefully screened and selected from a pool of 130+ enterprises from across East Africa, will 

pitch to a select group investors at the closed-door investor showcase. The enterprises pitching are 4G 

Capital Investments, Lotec Rwanda, Metajua, Mookh, On Demand Mobile, Shield Finance, The Recycler and 

Vava Coffee. 

For more information, please write to karishma.menon@intellecap.com

25-02-2016 Inspiring Resilience in 

African Economies

25-02-2016 Is Too Much Soft Money 

Encouraging a Culture of 

Mediocrity in Africa

This debate will aim to bring forward opinions on the use of soft money in encouraging sustainable 

entrepreneurship in Africa. Many views from the investor circle point to the fact that too much “soft 

capital” floating around encourages too many me-too businesses and too few scalable and sustainable 

business models. There is often a notion that enterprise “over supported and under-performing”. 

On the other hand, there is a school of thought that strongly believes in the need for soft capital to seed 

entrepreneurship and provide the necessary capital infusion to operate and sustain in difficult geographies, 

Often times, this capital requirement is ignored by “venture capitalists” who do not have the necessary risk 

appetite or patience. 

Through this session, we hope to bring forward the divergent opinions on this heated debate and push the 

community to seek honest answers and long term solutions.

25-02-2016 Networking over Tea

25-02-2016

West Africa Spotlight: A 

Discussion with key players 

in West Africa's Enterprise 

Ecosystem

The number of social entrepreneurs tackling problems across West Africa is rising with many innovative 

solutions and strong entrepreneurs rising to the challenge.   This interactive panel session featuring 

entrepreneurs, government, investors and intermediaries working across West Africa and internationally 

will highlight some of the successes, opportunities and also challenges for the social entrepreneurship 

sector.  

25-02-2016 "Hapa Kazi Tu " The New 

Gem in East Africa: Tanzania

Tanzania Spotlight:

HDIF and AECF come together to bring attention to the booming enterprise ecosystem in Tanzania

This session aims to throw light on insights and challenges of investing and doing business in Tanzania. 

25-02-2016 Looking Beyond Debt and 

Equity: Innovating in Capital 

Instruments for Local 

Realities

This session looks into the toolbox of innovative finance. It provides an overview of some of the innovations 

that are rapidly changing the landscape of finance across Africa. The session will focus on the rise of 

instruments such as peer to peer lending, social impact insurance, trade credit for rural SMEs, etc. The 

session will be interactive and invite the audience to discuss additional innovations.



25-02-2016 Mentoring Clinics (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link: http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Mentors can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The mentoring clinics have been designed to help entrepreneurs spend quality time through one-on-one 

interactions with industry experts.  At the Sankalp Forum, we believe that social entrepreneurs are the 

wealth creators of tomorrow and through the mentoring clinic we hope to help:

1.      Entrepreneurs gain business insights from seasoned industry professionals.

2.      Build a relevant deal flow pipeline for impact investors across the world.

What to Expect:

The mentoring clinics have been designed to allow for 30 minute one-on-one interactions between 

entrepreneurs and mentors during the summit. We expect that each mentor interacts with 2-3 enterprises. 

The mentors are free to schedule time that works well for them on February 25th from 9:00am–6:00pm or 

February 26th from 9.00am–6:00pm.  There is a pavilion in the networking area reserved especially for 

mentoring clinics.

25-02-2016 Sector Based Conversation: 

Innovative Business Models 

for Water and Sanitation 

Services

Water and sanitation services are in a transition to become more attractive to business involvement, due to 

legal reforms, recognition of the role of private organisations and willingness to pay. This is creating a 

better environment for innovation, varying from ICT applications, sensors and pre-paid water taps to 

leasing and franchise service models at decentral level. A few of them will be presented during the session.

Purpose of the session is to brainstorm on challenges and opportunities for the private sector to step into 

the water and sanitation business.

25-02-2016 Speed Dating: Matching 

Entrepreneurs and Business 

Support Providers (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link: http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Service Providers can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The Service Provider-Entrepreneur Speed Dating is a structured networking activity intended to expose 

entrepreneurs to a number of different quality service providers who work with SMEs and start-ups.  Young 

companies often have a difficult time finding affordable and quality accountants, legal services, human 

resource and hiring services, etc.

Come prepared with a one-minute elevator pitch because you'll only have 5 minutes to meet with each 

participant!  Be succinct and to the point, and you'll gain the most from this session.

25-02-2016 The Secret Sauce for 

Thriving in Last-mile 

Markets: Looking Beyond 

the Distribution Challenge

Delivering high quality products and services to consumers at the “last mile” in Sub Saharan Africa is a well-

celebrated opportunity as well as a challenge. Large corporates, social enterprises, and savvy high growth 

startups are all lured by the prospect of entering new markets with little or no competition, and a seemingly 

high-enough appetite to pay. However, there are significant challenges in serving these markets: 

populations are too sparse to justify investments in infrastructure, there is limited data on consumers, and 

retail networks are underdeveloped. As a result, what seems like a lucrative opportunity from a broad 

perspective can start to seem unviable on closer examination. 

But there is good news – there are pioneers who have cracked what it takes to succeed in last-mile markets. 

There are lessons to learn from them, and perhaps the most critical is that there is more to thriving in these 

markets than just creating distribution channels. For the past decade, popular 

narratives around last-mile have been framed around “how to get there”. But thanks to dozens of 

success stories from micro-entrepreneurs to alliances with cooperatives and MFIs – that is largely a solved 

problem. The real questions are “where are you going”, and “what will you do you when you get there”? 



25-02-2016 Investing in Education and 

Enterprises in East Africa 

(By Invite Only)

Explore the successes and failures of investing in Education, and share insights about practical ways to 

improve education outcomes and life chances for our children, especially girls.

The session, curated by Educate Global Fund (EGF) and its partners, will include participant-led interactive 

table discussions on (1) Measuring Impact for Education and (2) Consumer and Investor protection when 

Investing in early-stage enterprises in East Africa, and why this is a base for future business development, 

increased competitiveness and a progressive role of enterprises in Education. Aligning the different 

interests of the investor and enterprises will not only minimize risks but ultimately improve investment 

performance through market based and practical approaches that reflect the realities of the enterprise.

25-02-2016 Networking over Lunch

25-02-2016 Challenges and Prizes: 

Accelerating the Impact of 

Social Enterprises

This session will highlight the evolution of challenges and prizes as a major instrument to improve the 

impact of social enterprises. The discussion will include a summary of innovative approaches in 

development, with a focus on crowdsourcing/challenges; the history of funding in the social enterprise 

space; the trends of challenges as a major financing instrument; and overall lessons in challenge 

implementation, contextualized with first-hand experience from the Development Marketplace, Global 

Innovation Fund, Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund, and Rockefeller Foundation (TBC). The session will also 

include an interactive breakout session to help participants understand the main considerations in using 

challenges from the perspective for major stakeholders – social enterprises and funders.

Partner: World Bank Group, Social Enterprise Innovations (SEI) Team

25-02-2016 Impact Beyond the 

Entrepreneur: SPRING’s 

Acceleration of the Girl 

Effect

Join the SPRING Accelerator team and seven of their ventures from across East Africa for an interactive 

session on investing in companies whose products or services have the ability to transform the lives of 

adolescent girls living in poverty. This session will introduce the accelerator’s human centered design model 

- created by award-winning San Francisco based agency fuseproject - and approach to early-stage 

investment in companies across Africa and South Asia to enable adolescent girls to learn, earn and save 

without harm. 

Reporting back from the accelerator partners and the entrepreneurs themselves, this highly interactive 

session is a must-attend for any investors, foundations, corporate actors, and accelerator programmers 

who want to hear the opportunities and challenges girl-focused businesses are experiencing on the ground.  

The outcome of the session will include greater insight into why investing in girls matters for investors and 

businesses seeking innovation, and what new strategies these enterprises are undertaking to get the job 

done. 

Partner: Spring Accelerator

25-02-2016 Mentoring Clinics (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link: http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Mentors can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The mentoring clinics have been designed to help entrepreneurs spend quality time through one-on-one 

interactions with industry experts.  At the Sankalp Forum, we believe that social entrepreneurs are the 

wealth creators of tomorrow and through the mentoring clinic we hope to help:

1.      Entrepreneurs gain business insights from seasoned industry professionals.

2.      Build a relevant deal flow pipeline for impact investors across the world.

What to Expect:

The mentoring clinics have been designed to allow for 30 minute one-on-one interactions between 

entrepreneurs and mentors during the summit. We expect that each mentor interacts with 2-3 enterprises. 

The mentors are free to schedule time that works well for them on February 25th from 9:00am–6:00pm or 

February 26th from 9.00am–6:00pm.  There is a pavilion in the networking area reserved especially for 

mentoring clinics.



25-02-2016 NGO's in Impact Investing 

(By Invitation Only)

Many NGOs have adopted Impact Investing as a methodology to help them achieve development goals. 

Different NGOs have found different ways to incorporate impact investing in their programming including 

setting up impact investing funds, partnering with fund managers and contracting third parties to manage 

their impact investing programs. In this session, participants will learn about these approaches from NGOs 

that have used them and share learnings and best practices for each approach.

By invite only session for INGOs and DFIs.  For more information, contact arielle.molino@intellecap.com

25-02-2016 SME Banking 2.0: 

Partnering with CFC Stanbic 

to Solve Today's Capital 

Challenges (Invite Only)

According to Intellecap's own research, 60% of SMEs in Kenya never even approach a bank for debt 

financing.  Given that SMEs contribute an overwhelming majority of the economy, not just in Kenya, but 

across East Africa -- how can we develop practical solutions and build partnerships that are beneficial both 

to the banks and to the SMEs they serve?  How can we make mainstream banking more accessible for the 

majority of SMEs?   Join this closed-door session with CfC Stanbic Bank, as they tackle some of these issues 

through strategy and partnerships.

25-02-2016 Sector Based 

Conversations: Attracting 

investment into household-

level clean energy financing

Clean energy financing at the household level can be highly capital intensive. What types of investments are 

available to entrepreneurs working in this sector, and what are the key challenges that entrepreneurs face 

in accessing funds? How can small investments, including those by diaspora investors, help fill the funding 

gap? Which funds are particularly relevant to entrepreneurs in different African contexts?

25-02-2016 Speed - Dating with West 

African Delegation

Come take a seat at a table with an investor, entrepreneur or intermediary from the West Africa Delegation 

for a 1:1 conversation.  You can choose to speak to several members of the delegation as you wish to gain 

real insights into the key developments, opportunities and challenges experiences across the 

entrepreneurship sector in West Africa.

Emmanuel Agbeko Gamor, Impact Hub Accra (Intermediary) "Accelerating the African Entrepreneurial 

Ecosystem"

Selorm Branttie, Mpedigree (Entrepreneur) "Tech Startups in Health and Agriculture"

Tracey Austin, Palladium Impact Investing (Investor) “Bridging gap between Aid/Philanthropy and Impact 

Investing, through targeted investing”

Amma Lartey, Reach for Change Africa (Intermediary)  "Investing in and supporting early-stage social 

entrepreneurs"

Adadzewa Otoo,  SE Ghana / ASEN (Intermediary)  "Building vibrant national social enterprise eco-systems 

for impact and scale" 


25-02-2016 What is the role of social 

enterprise in sustainable 

development?

While NGOs face the challenges of budget cuts, compassion fatigue and criticisms of a lack of real impact, 

the idea that social enterprise could fill the gaps left by traditional development has gained traction in the 

past few years.But the needs of the 1.2 billion people currently living in extreme poverty cannot be met by 

either traditional development or social enterprise alone. The ideal scenario may be where the two can 

work together, but how can this be done?

Join the discussion with a group of experts to discuss:

- How traditional methods of development can work alongside social enterprise to reach the same goals

- Whether social enterprise should be held to the same standards as NGOs and development agencies

- The ways in which social entrepreneurship can be encouraged and supported in developing countries

Partner: Kenya Climate Innovation Centre



25-02-2016 Where is the Impact in 

Impact Investing?

"Social Innovations or Social Enterprises" are mushrooming across emerging markets; however, the 

definition of these forms of companies remains vague and therefore the impact created remains 

ambiguous. The same holds true for impact investing: With an increasing number of funds, who distinguish 

themselves from other VC or SME-funds as impact investors, the need for benchmarks and metrics that 

measure the "intent" to create impact is increasing. With the increasingly competitive race for capital, 

performance and impact reporting may become increasingly important. Through this session, Intellecap in 

partnership with Anthos Capital will bring experts from the whole ecosystem of impact investing in Africa to 

discuss and deliberate on what would be key benchmarks for the industry and why impact and performance 

measurement may be crucial for the growth of the industry. To create a picture of the East African impact 

investing landscape and the emerging views on performance and impact measurement, Intellecap will share 

the initial findings of a survey conducted over the past weeks, in collaboration with the East African Venture 

Capital Association (EACVA). 

25-02-2016 Networking over Tea

25-02-2016 Drivers of the African 

Entrepreneurship Economy: 

Sankalp Awards Pitches and 

Ceremony

Selected from over 600 enterprises, Sankalp Forum will bring forward 13 high impact and high potential 

African enterprises as finalists of the Sankalp Awards. Watch them share their idea for impact and compete 

for the Sankalp Award in a lively conversation with Jeff Koinange

25-02-2016 Happy Hour!

26-02-2016 Morning Yoga! Start your day off right with yoga from our friends at Africa Yoga Project.

26-02-2016 Building Glocal Ecosystems: 

Bridging the Divide

26-02-2016 Industry Launches

26-02-2016 Networking over Tea

26-02-2016 Building and Nurturing 

Ecosystems for Thriving 

Social Enterprises: What 

this means for the public 

sector in the Africa context

Africa is increasingly becoming a hotspot of social enterprise (SE) activity and one of the most vibrant and 

dynamic regional markets for social enterprises. SE presence and reach is increasing year after year, 

particularly in Eastern and Southern Africa, with vibrant scenes in South Africa, Kenya, and Uganda leading 

the way. 

Social enterprises provide a golden opportunity for actually attaining widespread scale and desired social 

impact, especially for the extreme poor. While inspiring success stories exist, widespread scale and 

replication has not yet been achieved across the region and within countries. One reason is due to a lack of 

nurturing ecosystems and enabling government policies.  But how do ecosystems develop and how can they 

better support social entrepreneurs? What are the opportunities to improve national and sectoral support 

ecosystems? How can governments improve millions of lives by leveraging the reach of these SEs? How can 

SEs learn from supporting ecosystems in other countries and use learnings to improve the ecosystems in 

which they operate? 

Hear a multi-perspective dialogue including the World Bank Group, British Council, and others who are 

mapping, analyzing, and actively supporting the social entrepreneur ecosystem across Africa. The panel will 

discuss successes, lessons learned, opportunities for social enterprise ecosystems in the Africa context, and 

share further insight during a Q&A.

26-02-2016 Ethiopia Spotlight: From 

Farm to Fork; Building a 

Robust AgriValue Chain in 

Ethiopia

The Ethiopia Spotlight will bring forward the opportunities in furthering Ethiopia's potential to become one 

of Africa's agri hubs. Agriculture is the foundation of the Ethiopia's economy, accounting for half of gross 

domestic product (GDP), 83.9% of exports, and 80% of total employment. Private capital and progressive 

government interventions have contributed to the evolution of a nascent, but growing start-up ecosystem 

and an increasing number of agri-innovators that take advantage of the emerging opportunities. Through 

this session we will showcase whitespaces for business in Ethiopia along the value chain and provide 

opportunities for private sector players, investors, donors, and other intermediaries to engage in East 

Africa's next frontier.



26-02-2016 Impact Bonds for Africa: 

The Good, Bad and Ugly

The session will briefly cover the Impact Bond market building efforts of the Bertha Centre for Social 

Innovation and partners in South Africa. We will then dive into the main issues that have been encountered 

in the design and implementation these instruments in a developing country. These include the reluctance 

of commissioners, investor confidence, the lack of data, the capacity of service providers to deliver and the 

transaction costs involved. The session will be highly interactive with input from various stakeholders 

around the world with a focus on the global south.

26-02-2016 Innovating for Shared 

Prosperity (By - Invite Only)

Hosted by Intellecap

26-02-2016 Mentoring Clinics (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link: http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Mentors can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The mentoring clinics have been designed to help entrepreneurs spend quality time through one-on-one 

interactions with industry experts.  At the Sankalp Forum, we believe that social entrepreneurs are the 

wealth creators of tomorrow and through the mentoring clinic we hope to help:

1.      Entrepreneurs gain business insights from seasoned industry professionals.

2.      Build a relevant deal flow pipeline for impact investors across the world.

What to Expect:

The mentoring clinics have been designed to allow for 30 minute one-on-one interactions between 

entrepreneurs and mentors during the summit. We expect that each mentor interacts with 2-3 enterprises. 

The mentors are free to schedule time that works well for them on February 25th from 9:00am–6:00pm or 

February 26th from 9.00am–6:00pm.  There is a pavilion in the networking area reserved especially for 

mentoring clinics.

26-02-2016 Sector Based Conversation: 

Investing in Healthcare

Calling all global health entrepreneurs and investors! This interactive and informal discussion will explore 

the role that entrepreneurial innovations and impact investing can play in solving some of Africa’s biggest 

health-related challenges. What do macro-economic, political, and cultural trends mean for the future of 

providing quality healthcare in Africa? Where are entrepreneurs iterating and innovating? Where can 

impact investors invest – and how? 

26-02-2016 Speed Dating: Investors and 

Entrepreneurs (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link:  http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Investors can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The Investor-Entrepreneur Speed Dating is a structured networking activity intended to expose 

entrepreneurs to a number of different investment perspectives.  An entrepreneur should not expect to 

close a deal from this interaction, but should instead use it to understand what certain investors are looking 

for, how you can improve your company's investability, and generally take feedback from investors to 

improve your pitch or business model.

Come prepared with a one-minute elevator pitch because you'll only have 5 minutes to meet with each 

investor!  Be succinct and to the point, and you'll gain the most from this session.

26-02-2016 Talent Management: Career 

Development Needs of 

Professionals in Social 

Enterprise

Talent management and retention is often the white elephant in an entrepreneur's journey, often lost 

among other challenges. However, this is increasingly become the biggest bottleneck to growth and scale 

for entrepreneurs. 

In this session, we will turn the tables to the professionals in this space, fielding suggestions for specific 

actions which could be taken to help them; and together prioritize the way forward!



26-02-2016 The Reality of Impact 

Investing in Africa; 

Numbers, Opportunity and 

More!

This interactive session will lead participants through small-group discussions across four opportunities for 

coordinating action in East, West, and Southern Africa: 1) expanding investment from private capital 

sources; 2) strategic use of technical assistance; 3) partnerships between local and foreign actors; and 4) 

innovative financing instruments. The session will open with a brief presentation of recently published 

research conducted by the Global Impact Investing Network, in partnership with Open Capital Advisors and 

Dalberg Global Development Advisors, of the trends, opportunities, and challenges for impact investing in 

those regions as a foundation for a solutions-based discussion, and will be followed by investor reflections 

on the findings and the small-group discussions.

26-02-2016 Networking over Lunch

26-02-2016 Busting Myths of Doing 

Business in Emerging 

Markets: Learnings from 

India

26-02-2016 Film Screening and 

Discussion - Aid for Aid, a 

Parody on Development 

Practitioners in SSA

Catch this new television show parody and have a discussion with the producers.  The Samaritans is a 

comedy about an NGO in Africa that does nothing.

26-02-2016 Finding Diamonds in the 

Data to Grow Your Business

We'll be looking at the advantages of using behavioral data for understanding the people you are trying to 

engage with products, programmes and services. Relevant for entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs and 

managers in consumer facing enterprises. Using case studies based on data from mobile network operators, 

we'll be looking at the key stages of moving from having data, to generating insights that can be acted on to 

improve customer engagement and increase the productivity of your enterprise.

26-02-2016 From Grants to Venture 

Capital: Learn more about 

ICCO's Investment 

Opportunities

In this session, you will get to learn first hand the many diverse investment and support opportunities 

available from ICCO Cooperation and Investments. Join other entrepreneurs to learn more and sign up with 

them for a longer term relationship. 

26-02-2016 Innovations in the Inclusive 

Digital Economy – What is 

next?

Technology driven innovations are changing the face of Africa and supporting the development of an 

inclusive economy. A new generation of entrepreneurs is shaping the digital revolution in Africa that is 

creating opportunities and changing lives. The innovations enable businesses to serve larger groups of 

underserved low-income and middle-income consumers faster and at lower cost. Prepaid energy solutions 

and mobile payment systems are examples of innovations that are scaling successfully in Africa. These 

innovations are the front runners in a revolution that will have a massive impact on Africa and from there 

on the rest of the world.

Now that the first wave of technology driven inclusive innovations are demonstrating their full potential, 

many are working already on the next wave of innovations. Which are the innovations that will enable 

millions of people to access new sources of information, new delivery channels, products, services, 

employment opportunities and livelihoods? What developments can we expect? How can new tech 

solutions best be integrated in scalable business models? And how are these innovations applicable across 

the globe? How are global megatrends in technology such as block chain, big data, on demand services, 

cloud computing and internet of things relevant for inclusive growth in Africa? 

There is no single answer to all these questions. But sharing insights and exchanging ideas will help deepen 

understanding of the massive opportunities of inclusive technology innovations in Africa. 

That is why this interactive session at Sankalp aims to bring together active investors, entrepreneurs, 

practitioners and industry experts. We will discuss the opportunities and challenges, share our vision for the 

future and exchange candid views on developments in the field.



26-02-2016 Mentoring Clinics (Sign-Up 

Required)

Entrepreneurs can sign up via this link: http://tinyurl.com/j269cw5

Mentors can sign up via this link: http://goo.gl/forms/EjWQIk6UOT

The mentoring clinics have been designed to help entrepreneurs spend quality time through one-on-one 

interactions with industry experts.  At the Sankalp Forum, we believe that social entrepreneurs are the 

wealth creators of tomorrow and through the mentoring clinic we hope to help:

1.      Entrepreneurs gain business insights from seasoned industry professionals.

2.      Build a relevant deal flow pipeline for impact investors across the world.

What to Expect:

The mentoring clinics have been designed to allow for 30 minute one-on-one interactions between 

entrepreneurs and mentors during the summit. We expect that each mentor interacts with 2-3 enterprises. 

The mentors are free to schedule time that works well for them on February 25th from 9:00am–6:00pm or 

February 26th from 9.00am–6:00pm.  There is a pavilion in the networking area reserved especially for 

mentoring clinics.

26-02-2016 Nurturing Health Innovation 

through Social 

Entrepreneurship

Nairobi is a regional hub for biotechnology/life sciences research and development with a robust industrial 

base producing pharmaceuticals and agricultural inputs.  East Africa’s growing economy faces significant 

threats from emerging infectious diseases and climate change. How can Nairobi’s latent R&D and industrial 

base be harnessed to drive sustainable and resilient social impact through social enterprises and impact 

investments? 

In this session, you can learn about Villgro Kenya’s innovative triple-helix approach in leading change and 

creating impact in the social entrepreneurship space.

26-02-2016 Sector Based 

Conversations: 

Agri Value Chain

It's a well known fact that agribusiness and agro-industries account for more than 30% of national incomes 

as well as the bulk of export revenues and employment in Africa. While the potential is huge, there's a lot 

left to be desired in increasing access, expanding financing vehicles and enabling effeciencies. In this 

informal open house discussion, we will focus on the innovation potnetial across the agri value chain - 

focusing on technology solutions and innovative financing to increase capacities.

26-02-2016 Design Against Poverty: 

Community-Based Design 

Challenge

Do you have ideas of how to increase rural incomes? Experience with enterprises targeting the BOP? Join 

Lwala's Design Against Poverty! Semi-finalists will present their designs for increasing incomes in Migori 

County, Kenya. Session participants will be split into teams to iterate upon and enhance each design 

concept. Teams will then present their finalized designs to a panel of judges including Segal Family 

Foundation and Ashoka East Africa. 

Contest submissions are due Friday, Feb. 12, 2016 and should be emailed to 

info@lwalacommunityalliance.org. For complete entry details, visit 

http://lwalacommunityalliance.org/?p=3269.

26-02-2016 Networking over Tea

26-02-2016 Mindspeak with Aly Khan 

Satchu


